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Abstract 
We study via frequency histograms, the behaviour of a model of simulated cognitive agents (creatures) learning to safely cross a
cellular automaton based highway. The creatures have the ability to learn from each other by evaluating how successful other 
creatures in the past were for their current situation. We examine the effects of the model parameters on the learning outcomes
measured through metrics such as the number of creatures that have successfully crossed. In particular, we focus on the effects of 
the knowledge base transfer on the creatures’ success of learning. The presented model is general enough so that the considered
cognitive agent, called creature, maybe even interpreted as an abstraction of an autonomous vehicle (AV), encountering suddenly
another moving vehicle on its trajectory. The AV has to decide whether to continue or to break/stop in order to avoid being 
destroyed.    
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of scientific committee of Missouri University of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
When modeling and simulating autonomous robots or swarms of autonomous robots, individual robots may be 
identified as cognitive agents [1, 2]. The robots are often required to learn how to carry out new tasks in dynamically 
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changing environments. Keeping in mind their potential implementation in swarm robotics [3, 4], due to their 
minimal resources, their learning algorithms cannot be computationally demanding. Thus, it is important to 
investigate simple learning algorithms and their performance. 
In this work, we investigate the performance of a simple learning algorithm based on an “observational social 
learning” mechanism [5, 6, 7], in which each cognitive agent learns by observing and evaluating the outcomes of the 
actions of other agents in the past and imitating the successful ones. The presented model is general enough so that 
the considered cognitive agent, called creature, maybe even interpreted as an abstraction of an autonomous vehicle 
(AV), encountering suddenly another moving vehicle on its trajectory. The AV has to decide whether to continue or 
to break/stop in order to avoid of being destroyed.     
We consider the model of creatures learning to cross a highway introduced in [8, 9], implementation of which 
was discussed in [10, 11]. In this model, creatures use a simple decision making formula and build their knowledge 
base (KnB) by observing the performance of the creatures that attempted to cross the highway earlier. We 
investigate the effects of creatures’ KnB accumulation through learning and its interaction with other model 
parameters on creatures’ success by studying frequency histograms based on the number of successful creatures. In 
particular, we investigate the effects of the transferring of the KnB after building it through many populations of 
creatures within the same environment (i.e., the highway with the same traffic density) as opposed to building it 
through only a single population of creatures within the same environment. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model; Section 3 describes simulation setup and 
resulting data; Section 4 discusses the results of the simulations using frequency histograms, and Section 5 reports 
our conclusions and outlines future work. 
2. Model of Creatures with Fear and Desire Learning to Cross a Highway 
For completeness of the paper, we review the model introduced in [8, 9], and for its software implementation we 
refer the reader to [10, 11] for details.  
In this work, we assume that the environment is a single lane unidirectional highway without intersections 
represented by the modified Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automaton model. See [12, 13, 14] for details. The model 
consists of four steps that are applied simultaneously to all cars: acceleration, safety distance adjustment, 
randomization, and change of position. The cars are generated randomly at “starting cells” with car creation 
probability (Car Prob.) and are assigned a random speed between zero and the maximum allowed speed for cars, 
which is set in the configuration file. 
At each time step, a creature is generated only at the crossing point (CP) set at the initialization step and is placed 
into the queue at this CP. Each generated creature falls with equal probability (0.25) into one of the four categories: 
(1) no fear nor desire; (2) only fear; (3) only desire; (4) both fear and desire. The creatures’ attributes play a role in 
their decision making process on whether or not to cross the highway through the values of fear (aversion to risk 
taking) and desire (propensity to risk taking) that creature is characterized by or may experience. The creatures want 
to cross the highway without being killed by the oncoming vehicles and have a strong instinct to survive. Taking a 
biomimicry approach, this coding of fear/desire and other implementations discussed below, such as their decision 
making process, act as an abstraction of how animals may feel and think, or how potential drivers suddenly 
encountering a moving obstacle/vehicle on their pathway may react, as not all individuals have the same propensity 
to risk taking or risk aversion. Also, the values of fear and desire may be interpreted as thresholds in decision 
making formula for autonomous vehicle encountering suddenly a vehicle on its pathway and being forced to make 
the decision to continue or to stop/break to avoid being destroyed. 
Each creature is “an autonomous entity capable of interacting with its environment and other agents” capable of: 
(1) matching simple patterns; (2) evaluating distances in an approximate way; (3) evaluating the velocity of moving 
vehicles in an approximate way; (4) assigning a discrete number to an approximate class; (5) witnessing what had 
happened to the creatures that previously crossed the highway at this crossing point (this does not apply to the first 
creature); (6) evaluating what they witnessed in (5), i.e. if the crossing was successful or not; (7) imitating the 
creatures which crossed successfully; (8) deciding not to cross and wait for better conditions or to look for a 
different crossing point when unsuccessful crossings outnumber the successful ones. All of these allows each 
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crossing point (CP) to build one knowledge base (KnB) during the experiment that is available to all creatures at that 
CP.
The creatures attempt to cross the highway having a limited horizon of vision and perceiving only fuzzy levels of 
distance (e.g., “close”, “medium”, “far”) of cars within this horizon and their speeds (e.g., “slow”, “medium”, “fast”, 
“very fast”). The ranges for these qualitative categories are set in the simulator’s configuration file. The creatures 
may build up in the queue as a result of not crossing at each time step. If the simulation setup permits, after deciding 
not to cross the highway, a creature may move randomly along the highway horizontally in either direction to a new 
CP or it may stay at the same CP with equal probability of 1/3. The number of horizontal cells a creature may move 
in one-time step is 1 and the maximum distance the creature may deviate from its original CP in both directions is 5. 
If the creature at the top of a queue leaves the queue, the creature that was behind moves to the top of the queue. 
When a creature crosses the highway at a given CP, information is recorded into the knowledge base (KnB) of all 
the creatures at this CP. The information about qualitative description of velocity (e.g., such as “slow”, “medium”, 
“fast” and “very fast”) and of the distance (e.g., such as “close”, “medium”, “far” and “out of range”) is stored, 
respectively, in the columns and rows of the KnB table.    
The KnB table is initialized as “tabula rasa”, i.e. with all its entries set to 0, allowing creatures to cross the 
highway regardless of the observed (distance, velocity) rank until the first successful crossing of a creature, or five 
consecutive unsuccessful crossings, whichever comes first. If a creature successfully crosses the highway, the 
perceived (distance, velocity) score in the KnB table is increased by one point. If the creature was killed, it is 
decreased by one point.  
After the initialization of the simulation, each creature at the top of the queue consults the KnB table to decide if 
to cross is safe or not. Its decision is based on the implemented intelligence/decision making algorithm, which for a 
given (distance, velocity) pair combines the “success ratio” of crossing the highway for this (distance, velocity) pair 
with the creature’s fear and/or desire values, as follows.  
For each (distance, velocity) pair at each time step, the numerator in the success ratio is the current value from 
the KnB table i.e. it is the number of “successful crossing” minus the number of “unsuccessful crossings” for this 
(distance, velocity) pair up to this time. The denominator is the total number of creatures that have crossed the 
highway successfully regardless of the (distance, velocity) combination up to this time; i.e. it is the number 
describing the creatures’ entire population success up to this time. If for some (distance, velocity) configuration at 
the simulation start, all creatures are killed, the success ratio becomes “-5/0”. In this case, we set the success ratio to 
zero since “division by zero” is undefined. 
A randomly generated creature will base its decision on the formula: (1) “success ratio + value of desire – value 
of fear”, if it has both fear and desire; (2) “success ratio – value of fear”, if it has only fear; (3) “success ratio +
value of desire”, if it has only desire; (4) “success ratio”, if it has no fear and no desire. If a creature and a given 
(distance, velocity) combination yield from the formula a value that is less than zero, then the creature will not 
attempt to cross the highway under this condition and it will wait for a configuration for which the value of the 
formula is non-negative or the creature may decide to move to another crossing point. 
This evolving decision making process of the creatures, when considering the topic of machine learning, is 
considered a simple/primitive form of reinforcement learning (as opposed to supervised learning). The focus of this 
research is on minimal cognitive agents. As such, this implementation of the KnB table is appropriate, despite more 
complex learning algorithms (such as neural networks) potentially being more effective under more complex traffic 
environments. As this research continues to expand, more complex learning algorithms will certainly be considered.  
The main simulation loop of the model consists of: (1) generation of cars using the Car Prob.; (2) generation of 
creatures at each CP with their attributes; (3) update of the car speeds according the Nagel-Schrekenberg model; (4) 
potential movement of the creatures from the CP queues into the highway; (5) update of locations of the cars on the 
highway and logic to check if any creature has been killed; (6) advancement of the current time step. After the 
simulation has been completed, the results are written to output files using an output function. 
3. Simulation Setup and Simulation Data 
A single run of the simulation lasts for a number of time steps set up at the initialization step and various output 
files are generated, e.g. (1) file containing the total number of creatures that have successfully crossed the highway, 
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the total number of creatures that were killed while crossing, and the number of queued creatures at the end of the 
simulation; (2) file containing time dependent data, i.e. at the end of each discrete time step, the number of creatures 
that have successfully crossed the highway up to this time, the number of creatures that were killed while crossing 
up to this time, and the number of queued creatures at this time; (3) file containing  the state of the KnB table at each 
time step. A large amount of data files is generated when the simulation is looped many times both at a particular 
configuration of the adjustable simulation parameters/factors (to create repetitions) and also at different 
configurations of the parameters (in order for comparison). 
We consider the data generated from the simulation looped many times. In presented simulation results, the 
parameters that remain constant are: single lane highway with a length of 120 cells (900 meters long), 1511 time 
steps, 30 repetitions, random deceleration equal to 0 (there are no erratic drivers), and a 3 by 4 KnB table with an 
extra entry. The KnB table has 3 groupings of distance and 4 groupings of speed. The creatures in this case 
specifically perceive: (1) “close” for a vehicle being 0 to 3 cells away, “medium” if it is 4 or 5 cells away, “far” if it 
is 6 or 7 cells away and “out of range” if it is 8 or more cells away, regardless of the velocity of the vehicle, and this 
is encoded in the extra entry; (2) “slow” when the perceived velocity of a vehicle is 0 to 3 cells per time step, 
“medium” when it is 4 or 5 cells per time step, “ fast” when it is 6 or 7 cells per time step, and “very fast” when it is 
8 to 11 cells per time step.  A vehicle’s max speed is at 11 cells per time step. 
There are 6 parameters that vary through the main simulation loop. These parameters are: (1) car creation 
probability (Car Prob.); (2) crossing point (CP); (3) value of fear, (4) value of desire; (5) the KnB transfer direction 
(KnB Transf.), and (6) horizontal creature movement (Horiz. Cre.). 
The Car Prob. parameter determines the density of the vehicle traffic and it varies between the values: 0.1, 0.3, 
0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. A vehicle is generated at the start of the highway at each time step with a given Car. Prob. 
The CP parameter determines the location at which the creature will cross the highway and it varies between the 
values: 40, 60, and 80 (the cell number of the highway). The distance from where the vehicles are generated is 
important because it will affect the nature of the vehicle traffic. For example, there will likely be more vehicles 
travelling at max speed and in a more homogenous manner near CP 80 than at CP 40. 
The value of fear and value of desire parameters both vary between the values: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. Being a 
part of the decision formula, these values influence the creatures’ decision making process of whether or not to 
cross. 
The KnB Transf. parameter varies from: “none”, “forward”, and “backward”. This parameter determines whether 
or not the KnB table at the end of one run of the simulation is transferred to the beginning of the simulation at a 
different traffic environment (i.e., with a different value of Car Prob.). When KnB Transf. is set to “none”, the KnB 
table is not transferred from an environment with one car traffic density to an environment with another car traffic 
density. When KnB Transf. is set to “forward”, the KnB table is transferred from a less dense traffic environment to 
the one with immediately denser traffic. In this case, the simulations start in the environment with Car Prob. 0.1 and 
with KnB table containing all entries of 0. Thus, the data with Car Prob. equal to 0.9 starts with a KnB accumulated 
over the other four less dense traffic environments. When KnB Transf. is set to “backward”, the KnB table is 
transferred from a denser traffic environment to the one with immediately less dense traffic. In this case, the 
simulations start in the environment with Car Prob. 0.9 with KnB table containing all entries of 0. Thus, in the 
“backward” case, the KnB table in the environment with Car Prob. equal to 0.1 is accumulated from the other four 
traffic environments with higher car density. The transfer of KnB table in either direction happens after building the 
KnB by a single population of creatures within a given environment (Framework (I)). Under a different scenario 
(Framework (II)), the transferring of the KnB table in either direction happens after building the KnB by several 
populations of creatures within a given environment. Thus, in Framework (II) the KnB tables are always transferred 
from the current repetition to the next repetition within any particular configuration of the parameters’ values. In this 
framework, even when KnB Transf. is “none”, the KnB is still transferred at the end of a simulation from one 
repetition to the next one within each environment with the same car density, i.e. the same value of Car Prob. Figure 
1 in [15] illustrates the difference between the two frameworks. In Framework (II) when KnB is “forward” 
(“backward”), the KnB is additionally transferred at the end of all the repetitions in the environment with lower 
(higher) Car Prob. to the one with an immediately higher (immediately lower) Car Prob. The distinction between 
Framework (I) and Framework (II) is important because the amount of learning under each Framework is different 
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and affects the creatures’ success in crossing the highway. In Framework (II), the KnB tables become much more 
developed as there is much more transferring of the KnB tables occurring.  
Figure 1 Frequency histograms of numbers of successful creatures under Framework (I), varying by KnB Transf. and Car Prob. values with 
crossing point 60, and fear and desire values equal to 0. 
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Figure 2 Frequency histograms of numbers of successful creatures under Framework (I), varying by KnB Transf. and Car Prob. values with 
crossing point 60, fear value equal to 0.25 and desire value equal to 0. 
The Horiz. Cre. parameter varies form 0 and 1 and determines whether or not a creature can decide to move to a 
neighbouring cell (i.e., to change its crossing point) in either direction if it decides to not cross the highway. The 
creatures are only allowed to move to a neighbouring cell if Horiz. Cre. equals 1.  
Every combination of the 6 parameters/factors is considered with 30 repeats each. The “summary” files of each 
configuration are collected into one large dataset containing 67,500 rows. The columns include the value for each 
configuration parameter and the main response variables: the number of successful creatures, the number of killed 
creatures, and the number of queued creatures at the end of the simulation. The dataset is created using R code. 
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Figure 3. Frequency histograms of numbers of successful creatures under Framework (I), varying by KnB Transf. and Car Prob. values with 
crossing point 60, fear value equal to 0.25 and desire value equal to 0.25. 
4. Data Distribution Explored by Frequency Histograms 
In this paper the term, “histogram” is used to specifically refer to a “frequency histogram”. A large number of 
histograms are created in order to develop a better understanding of all of the data discussed in the Section 3. More 
formal statistical methods have been considered. However, many assumptions required from these methods are 
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violated due to the complexity of the data. This is why we decided to use “frequency histograms” to study the 
learning performance of our model. 
There is always a trade-off to consider when creating histograms: the number of histograms to create based on 
how the data is partitioned. On one end of the spectrum, creating one histogram to display the distribution of the 
number of successful creatures using all of the data might not reveal the finer details of the data. 
Figure 4. Frequency histograms of numbers of successful creatures under Framework (II), varying by KnB Transf. and Car Prob. values with 
crossing point 60, fear value equal to 0.25 and desire value equal to 0. 
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On the other side of the spectrum, partitioning the data into each combination of the parameters’ values could 
reveal more details at the cost of needing to interpret more histograms. While still achieving this depth, the 
organization of these histograms into clusters (or groups) will allow for interpretations to be more easily made and 
certain comparison to be focused on.  
In this paper, each individual histogram consists of the overlay of two frequency histograms depending on the 
value of Horiz. Cre. parameter. The darker shaded colour represents the data that allows for horizontal creature 
movement, while the lighter one the data that do not. Vertical lines represent the mean value of the response. The 
histograms are organized in such a way that the parameters represent the change in rows/columns for which the data 
is filtered by. Specifically, the columns indicate the three possible values for KnB Transf. and the rows indicate the 
possible values for Car Prob. In the presented results only the middle crossing point (CP 60) is considered. To make 
the figures more readable, we display only the results for Car Prob. equal to 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. We investigate 
frequency histograms of both, Framework (I) and Framework (II) data. The following subsections will provide an 
interpretation of the frequency histograms. 
4.1. Data without Knowledge Base Transfer between Repeats (Framework (I)) 
The transfer in the knowledge base table has no effect on number of successful creatures under a zero fear and 
desire environment (Figure 1). When there is a non-zero value for fear, the number of successful creatures decreases 
(Figure 2), i.e. non-zero value of fear degrades the system performance. This degradation of performance can be 
mitigated by inclusion of creatures with non-zero values of desire. Additionally, our simulations show that when the 
creatures are allowed to move, the negative effect of fear can be mitigated by learning, i.e. passing of KnB mitigates 
the negative effects of non-zero fear and allows the system to recover its performance.  
Through visualizing the “forward” and “backward” transfer of the knowledge base with the different Car Prob. 
values, it is clear that the act of transferring the knowledge base to the different traffic environments, or simply 
letting it develop for a longer time length, will increase the number of successful creatures. This effect develops 
quicker when the creatures are allowed to move to a different crossing point (i.e., when they are allowed to move 
horizontally), being consistent with intuition, as allowing creatures to move to a different crossing point increases 
the possible number of creatures successfully crossing the highway during each time step. We observe higher 
numbers of successful creatures if creatures exhibit desire when compared to if they just exhibit fear or fear and 
desire (compare Figure 3 with Figure 2).   
A key observation from the frequency histograms is that the increase in the number of successful creatures, due 
to the transferring of the knowledge base and becoming more developed, is not a gradual increase. Certain 
combinations of the parameters’ values will have a bimodal distribution in the number of successful creatures. This 
is more frequent and noticeable when Horiz. Cre. equals 1 (the darker shaded bars) and apparent in Figure 2 and 
Figure 3. As the development of the knowledge base tables is analogous to the creatures learning, this process of the 
creatures learning to cross the highway appears binary, i.e. through sort of a phase transition: the creatures have 
either not learned how to cross properly or they have indeed learned and can cross very well. 
4.2. Data with Knowledge Base Transfer between Repeats (Framework (II)) 
Focusing on the differences only, the main differences between the results of the two frameworks are: (1) the 
values of the number of successful creatures are much higher under Framework (II) than Framework (I); (2) these 
values more quickly reach their peak because much more learning/transferring of the knowledge base is occurring 
under Framework (II) than Framework (I). This is shown through comparing Figure 4 with the previous equivalent 
figure under Framework (I), i.e. Figure 2. 
Under both frameworks, having Car Prob. set to 0.5 is special in that, when considering the “forward” and 
“backward” transfer of the KnB, both these scenarios have the same amount of transfers of the KnB tables (i.e., the 
same amount of training in terms of the context of learning). Thus, a better comparison between the directions of 
learning is made as the traffic environment is the same (Car Prob. 0.5). We notice almost no difference between 
results for KnB transfer “forward” and “backward” for considered both frameworks. These can be seen by 
comparing in each figure in the second row the second plot with the third one.   
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 
The results from visualizing the data using systematically organized frequency histograms reveal that the 
presence of fearful creatures decreases the number of creatures crossing the highway successfully. A more 
developed KnB improves the creatures’ success only if there are fearful creatures among them. The presence of 
creatures exhibiting desire mitigates the negative effect of fearful creatures. Allowing the creatures to move to other 
crossing points obviously increases the number of successful creatures. This is further enhanced when coupled with 
the KnB transfer. We observe a bimodal nature present in the process of learning, sort of a phase transition: the 
creatures have either not learned how to cross properly, or they have indeed learned and can cross very well. We 
plan to continue our analyses by exploring the effects of these model parameters in more formal and quantitative 
methods in future work and also consider different learning and decision making algorithms. 
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